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2019-2020
Greetings from the Marketplace at the Wing Luke Museum

Purchases from the Marketplace help continue the Wing Luke Museum’s mission to advance racial and social equity. How? Our merchandising team and staff of the Wing Luke Museum are constantly looking for artists of color, crafters, artists and entrepreneurs of the Pacific Northwest. We provide a niche space where Asian Pacific Islander Americans showcase their genius whether through science fiction novels, biographies, jewelry made from antique pieces, paintings, laser-cut artwork, and much, much more. We are the unique destination to support the artistic work of local APIA artists and authors, female artists of color, refugee and immigrant artisans, and language education initiatives.

This holiday season, we’re sure you’ll find unique gifts for your family and friends here at the Wing Luke Museum’s Marketplace. Thank you so much for your continued support, and we wish you the happiest of holidays.

The Museum Team

**JEWELRY**

**A TEA LEAF JEWELRY**
We’ve got new arrivals from A Tea Leaf! These versatile, laser-cut designs sparkle and shine. Perfect for the holidays! $30 - $45

**MAGWAYEN JEWELRY** Magwayen is named for the powerful Filipino goddess of the sea. Shelby Cramer’s jewelry designs are inspired by her heritage, jemstone folklore, and nature. Her bohemian earrings and rings are handmade right here in Seattle. $45 - $140

Call to place your order. Or, items can be placed on hold until the end of the next business day.
KIMONO REVIVIFY The Marketplace at the Wing is excited to feature a new, local artist! Kimono Revivify was born out of Akino McCune’s love of vintage kimonos. This Seattle jewelry designer juxtaposes fabric textures with contemporary brass, ceramic, or tassel details. Freshen up your fancy dress look and spark a conversation about kimono traditions. Bonus: each unique set of earrings includes a hand-written thank-you note! $14 - $24

ROVER & KIN Wherever you travel, Rover & Kin earrings will add a dash of whimsy and sophistication. Wen founded this network of fairtrade artisans in India out of a sense of wanderlust. The jewelry designers pair organic materials like coconut and mother-of-pearl with polished brass and bright clay. $20 - $28

Receive extra discounts during Shop-O-Rama! wingluke.org/holidays
**BOOK-O-RAMA**
**NOV. 23, 2019 | 11:30AM - 2PM**
**LOCAL ARTIST CRAFT FAIR**
**DEC. 7, 2019 | 11:30AM - 3PM**

**THE PANDA IS FAT book**
“If you never try
Then you will never succeed
You won’t fail either” - this almost inspirational haiku collection will put a smile on your friends’ faces during this busy holiday season. **$18**

**THE PANDA IS STILL FAT book**
Know someone who loved the first book of The Panda is Fat haiku collection? Get The Panda is Still Fat, the sequel! Same Panda, same humorous haikus, but this time with seven new characters! **$18**

**PUNCHING PANDA STUFFIE**
This tough-looking panda is just a big softie! Stands about 10” tall. **$35**

**PUNCHING PANDAS**

*The Panda is Fat*
and Other Panda Haikus

*Made by Nolen Lee*
MIMI GLOBE HAIR CLIPS Handmade and colorful accessories, Mimi Globe Goods has expanded in recent years to include children barrettes and much more! This fair trade company offers resources and training for women refugees to make a sustainable and independent means of living. $16

FATIMA SELF HELP CENTRE These delicately embroidered soft toys are each painstakingly handcrafted by the women and girls of the Fatima Self Help Centre. They’re great for stuffing stockings, or even for decorating a tree. And they go to a great cause, too! The Fatima Self Help Centre is operated by the Good Shepherd Sisters in Bangkok, Thailand, and offers job training and employment opportunities, safe working conditions, and a fair wage to women and girls living in poverty. $4.95 - $25.95

A CHINESE PHRASE A DAY Each page of this phrase-a-day booklet has characters, English translation, and help for easy learning. $12.95

TAGALOG PICTURE DICTIONARY Do you want to teach your children Tagalog in a fun and engaging way? The Tagalog Picture Dictionary makes it easy! This guide teaches 1,500 key words and expressions complete with full color photos. Online audio recordings to help with pronunciation are free with the purchase of each book. This resource is especially useful in introducing and illustrating vocabulary relevant to different aspects of Filipino culture. $15.99

Purchase over the phone by calling 206.623.5124 x203
KOREAN CELEBRATIONS Cute illustrations, translations, recipes and more guide you through different aspects of Korean culture in Korean Celebrations: Festivals, Holidays and Traditions. Written by Tina Cho and illustrated by Farida Zaman, this is a great way to teach kids and young learners about the culture and history of Korea. $14.99

THE LITTLE RAT AND THE GOLDEN SEED Can one cute and clever little rat save a village from going hungry? Find out in the newest Tales of the Zodiac book by author/illustrator Li Jian. The Little Rat has enchanting illustrations and bilingual text in Chinese and English. $16.95

MULAN This beautifully illustrated retelling of the Chinese folktale The Ballad of Mulan is a powerful demonstration of the storytelling dynamism achieved through image and text. Writer Faye-Lynn Wu and illustrator Joy Ang worked together to reimagine this widely recognized story, with each page flowing seamlessly into the next almost like film. This is a great book for young readers and aspiring artists alike. $17.99
NICE RICE SHOP
DIM SUM STUFFIES
Comfy and deliciously cute. These locally handmade hum bao, dumpling, and rice ball stuffies by the family-run Nice Rice Shop come in sizes big and small to match your appetite for adorableness! $8 - $34

HOW TO DRAW CUTE FOOD
Addicted to kawaii? Looking for a perfect gift for your budding artist? Look no further than Angela Nguyen’s delightful How to Draw Cute Food, a complete guide to adding adorable animal features to delicious snacks! $12.95

DRAWN TOGETHER
A young boy and his Thai grandfather bridge barriers of language, culture, and age to communicate through their shared love of storytelling and art. Beautifully illustrated by Caldecott medalist Dan Santat, Drawn Together draws from the shared experiences of his and author Minh Lê’s childhoods, and deftly conveys the difficulties and triumphs when developing relationships across intergenerational linguistic divides. $17.99
MOZAIC Based in Honolulu, Mozaic Paper’s designs feature native plants and animals of Hawaii. Their minimalistic, elegant greeting cards are great for any occasion. Make sure to check out their beautiful letterpress plant series before you go! **$5.99 - $22**

Receive extra discounts during Shop-O-Rama! wingluke.org/holidays
KELA DESIGNS Our new vendor, Kela Wong, brings delicate, fun card designs to The Wing. Pick up a paper cut card by Kela accompanying a gift - or the card itself is a beautiful gift already! The paper cut style is exclusive to The Wing. $5.99 - $25

GOTAMAGO CARDS Pair your gifts with sweet and heart-warming cards by Gota-mago! Visit us to see our full range of holiday cards from independent artists. $5.99
NIKONEKO
NIKONEKO is a local studio run by Sam Yang that makes cute whimsical lifestyle goods. Sam often pulls inspiration from her Chinese heritage and from her love of Japanese and Korean culture. She hopes that through her artwork, she can help promote Asian culture while also giving people a bit of happiness and joy.

NIKONEKO STICKERS
Know someone who loves sea life? Local artist Sam Yang’s new sticker series features sea life including otters, whales, and orcas. Can’t wait for the new year to come? Purchase a pair of lucky lion sticker and pin to prepare for the lunar new year!

GENEVIEVE SANTOS STICKERS
Some of the most popular pin designs by Genevieve Santos are now available at The Wing in vinyl sticker form! Put a musubi anywhere including your water bottle, notebook, or laptop. These sweet stickers are popular among all ages.

STAFF PICK

ENAMEL PINS $12 each 2 for $20
STICKERS $4 each
HONEYBERRY STUDIOS Send love to friends and family during this busy time of the year. Seattle-based artist Yuko Miki worked for a non-profit domestic violence organization before running her own art business full-time in 2015. Her work centers in self-love and life in the Pacific Northwest. Take a look of Yuko’s stickers, magnets, and wrapping paper at the Marketplace today! $2.99 - $22

Receive extra discounts during Shop-O-Rama! Saturdays in Nov & Dec. Find more details at wingluke.org/shop
NEVER AGAIN IS NOW

NEVER AGAIN IS NOW STICKERS These stickers were created by local artist and social activist, Erin Shigaki. These stickers is a reminder to us all that Never Again is Now. We must remember the history that was - and may it not be repeated. Proceeds from these stickers go towards the Minidoka Project. $25

ERIN SHIGAKI Erin Shigaki was born and raised in Seattle and is a proud product of public schools. Erin is passionate about highlighting similarities between that history and today’s immigrant crisis, and to other systematic injustices black and brown people continue to face. She is keen to understand intergenerational trauma and to explore the emergence of beauty and intimacy despite unspeakably harsh circumstances. Erin believes that using art to tell stories about these moments can educate, redress wrongs, and incrementally heal. Pictured here is her work in partnership with Densho to create an 11’ tall wheat paste mural.

KEN MOCHIZUKI Ken Mochizuki is a Seattle-born Japanese American author who started out as an actor in LA upon completing his bachelor’s in communications. He returned to Seattle, and, after five years, he was hired as the Editor for the International Examiner newspaper. Mochizuki writes about the diaspora of Asian Americans and the Japanese Incarceration during WWII. Mochizuki currently lives in Seattle and a full time author and free-lancer. $25
THEY CALLED US ENEMY George Takei’s graphic novel memoir illustrates how the incarceration of his family during WWII shaped his future activism and how a community in the face of discrimination survived and triumphed with dignity and heartache. This is a great read for middle school-age and older readers to learn about the incarceration of Japanese Americans from a first-hand account. $19.99

AMERICAN MIUSE Roger Shimomura’s work captures the good and bad in American history. His work is a combination of East meets West, infuse with both American pop art and Japanese pop art. $25

FIGHTING FOR AMERICA: NISEI SOLDIERS Our collection of true stories about Nisei heroes from the Pacific Norwest, retold by poet Lawrence Matsuda and with artwork by Matt Sasaki. This book is great for history lovers and graphic novel enthusiasts. Look for a NEW graphic novel from The Wing in late 2020 about Japanese Americans who resisted incarceration during WWII. $31.95

HONOR BEFORE GLORY Honor Before Glory shares about the inspiring true story of the Japanese American “Go for Broke” Unit who became the most decorated unit during WWII. $25.99
SMALL RINI LADY ENAMEL PINS Crafter, computer programmer, and cosplayer, SmallRiniLady is a well-accomplished artist and designer currently working in Seattle. Originally from Canada, SmallRiniLady is known for their bright pins featuring food including ramen, dumplings, and soy sauce. These make great gifts for foodies and artists alike. $12 - $15

CATHY WU ENAMEL PINS Cathy Wu is a Seattle-based freelance illustrator specializing in the whimsy of life. She is known for her solo projects as well as her collaborations, from pins to prints and art fairs to pop-ups. Wu is passionate about using creativity to tell stories, seeing through new perspectives, and fostering both teaching and learning. Her pins, including Endurian Love, are sure to make you loved ones smile. $12

STASIA BURRINGTON ENAMEL PINS Stasia Burrington’s pins and stickers emphasize the importance of self-care, acceptance, and love. Featuring sweet illustrations of figures, food, flowers, and more, Burrington’s art empowers, comforts, and soothes. $12
BEAUTY ACCESSORIES

BAE-BEE TOTES JDo Arts, founded by Seattle artist Johnson Do, is committed to creating happiness and educating people about mental illness. Bae-Bee totes feature his original character that is part bee, part puppy, and all adorable. $28

GENEVIEVE SANTOS ENAMEL PINS Using references from contemporary Filipino-American culture, Genevieve Santos, also know as Le Petit Elefant, creates wearable art in the form of stickers and pins. An explorer at heart, Santos uses her art to represent personal experiences, relationships, travel, and an undying love for ice cream. Boba Boy and Jollibee pins are sure to brighten your day! Pick one up for yourself or a friend. $12

WHERE BEAUTY LIES exhibit open now thru Sept 19, 2021

VEQUE NAIL POLISH Audrey Sui grew up in a family of Vietnamese American nail artists, and their stories inspired her to create Veque (pronounced vey-quay), her line of vegan and toxin-free nail polishes. Audrey was able to take her locally-made nail polish and go national by collaborating with J. Crew and Nordstrom! Beauty lovers will appreciate the quality and history in every bottle. Not sure which color to get? Go with Veque’s best-selling Ve Blanc base coat or Ve Fin, for a clear protective layer. Learn more about Audrey’s story in our exhibit Where Beauty Lies. $18 - $20

SAPONIKA SOAPS BY LADY LAM Treat someone you love (including yourself) to vegan soaps made locally by Christine Lam! Saponika Soaps have an olive oil base and are great for hair and skin. The soaps come in a variety of gentle scents and lovely colors. $8
LEGENDARY LADIES In her second book, author and illustrator Ann Shen brings together divine women from many global pantheons. Do you know someone who could use a patron goddess or two to lend her strength and inspiration? $19.95

CRAZY RICH ASIANS Loved the movie? Read the trilogy! Rachel and Nick’s story continues and new revelations about their families are not to be missed. In “Crazy Rich Asians” Chinese American Rachel Chu travels to Singapore to visit her boyfriend’s uber rich family. A good read to tickle someone’s funny bone. $16 ea.

Purchase any TRILOGY and receive 15% off!
A part of the 2019 SHOP-O-RAMA wingluke.org/holidays
AIIEEEE! AN ANTHOLOGY OF ASIAN AMERICAN WRITERS  A fresh re-release of the ground-breaking (and controversial) anthology of work by Asian American writers of Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese descent. Originally edited by Shawn Wong, Frank Chin, Jeffery Paul Chan, and Lawson Fusao Inada and released in 1974, this version was published by University of Washington Press with a new foreword by University of Oregon professor Tara Fickle. $29.95

BOOK-O-RAMA Featured authors Saturday, Nov 23, 2019 | 11:30AM - 2:00PM WING LUKE MUSEUM

HOW TO LOVE & HOW TO WALK  These beautifully illustrated books of meditations by renowned Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh are perfectly sized to stuff a stocking, or to pop in a pocket for a portable moment of clarity. Ring in a more mindful and connected 2020 with How to Walk and How to Love! $9.95ea
MY FIRST BOOK OF FEMINISM and MY FIRST BOOK OF FEMINISM (FOR BOYS) We love that this series of board books is cute and educational! These little books of rhymes teaches kids that everyone deserves kindness and respect. $10.99

GEISHA OF A DIFFERENT KIND RACE AND SEXUALITY IN GAYSIAN AMERICA
A fascinating study on what it means to be a gay Asian man in America by former International Examiner’s editor-in-chief, C. Winter Han. Fun fact: the cover features Seattle’s own Aleksa Manila! $26

WHERE BEAUTY LIES exhibit open now thru Sept 19, 2021

TAN TO TAMARIND POEMS ABOUT THE COLOR BROWN “I am brown. I am beautiful.” Educator and writer Malathi Michelle Iyengar wrote this book to help young readers celebrate the color of their skin. Jamel Akib did the heart-warming illustrations of children from many different cultures. $9.95
BRUCE LEE ENAMEL PINS New best-sellers! Bruce Lee the Dragon Rises enamel pins and a Bruce Lee kicking enamel pin. $13ea

LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG DREAMS: BRUCE LEE This edition of the Little People, BIG DREAMS series from acclaimed children’s book biographer Isabel Sanchez Vegara, illustrated by Barcelona-based graphic designer Miguel Bustos, kids are introduced to the inspiring real-life story of Bruce Lee, action star and founder of Jeet Kune Do. Learn how he overcame obstacles, learned from mistakes, worked hard and persevered to hone his talents and realize his dreams! A perfect gift for dreamers both big and small! $14.99

BRUCE LEE ENAMEL PINS New best-sellers! Bruce Lee the Dragon Rises enamel pins and a Bruce Lee kicking enamel pin. $13ea

INSULATED WATER BOTTLE: BE WATER, MY FRIEND A new version of our fan-favorite water bottle! Made of insulated stainless steel. $29.95

Purchase over the phone by calling 206.623.5124 x203
HOME ESSENTIALS

SMOKO AMBIENT LIGHTS Light up someone’s life with Smoko’s cute home goods! They’ll come home each day to a smile. These ambient lights need only AAA batteries. $18.50

Sweet shelving adornments by day and ambient fixtures by night.

Best Seller!

Receive extra discounts during Shop-O-Rama! Saturdays in Nov & Dec. Find more details at wingluke.org/shop
MANEKI - LUCKY CAT

MANEKI PLANTER Bring some good fortune to your favorite plant parent. Those who don’t have green thumbs can use it to store pens and odd-n-ends. $18.50

SET OF 2 LUCKY MUGS This set of lucky cat mugs will make any cat person meow for joy. They make a great gift for any cat lover or anyone who enjoys drinking out of adorable things. It also makes a great wedding gift to give on somebody special day. $16.95

LUCKY CAT Ever wonder about the history of the lucky cat? This mini souvenir tells all, from the history of lucky cat and all of the different colors and what each one represents. Yes, that’s right! There isn’t just the one white cat that you see when you walk into a restaurant, in fact there are at least 8 different colors! $18.50

MANEKI NEKO MUG This kitty’s sweet expression will make someone else smile too! Dishwasher and microwave safe. $14.95

LUCKY CAT ARTBOOK This Lucky Cat art book showcases the many different maneki neko. It’s a fun and cute way to learn about what each special maneki color represents. $14.99
A NEW WAY TO GIVE, AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCING EQUITY

Our mission is built on fostering social equity in our communities by increasing access to the stories we share here at The Wing. This is why we’ve decided to launch a new Community Member Sponsorship program to provide membership opportunities to those who experience cost as a barrier. Enjoy the benefits of membership and give back to the community at the same time!

Purchasing members will receive a traditional Friends Level membership for themselves to enjoy a full year of benefits. Simultaneously, an additional Friends Level membership will be gifted to community partners and organizations (including local family businesses, community centers, and schools) on our “Community Member Sponsorship” list, providing them access to the museum with full member benefits for an entire year.

For more information on the program benefits, visit our website at www.wingluke.org/membership
GIVE THE GIFT OF THE WING

Give your loved ones the gift of exciting exhibitions, programs and benefits with membership at the Wing Luke Museum! Your gift supports this unique and special Museum that promotes the underrepresented histories and experiences of our Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.

**INDIVIDUAL $50**

- Unlimited Museum Experience admission
- 10% discount at the Museum Marketplace
- 50% off admission for member’s friends & family*
- 15% off all tours for one person
- Listing and annual acknowledgment in The Wing newsletter
- Subscription to The Wing newsletter and e-newsletter
- Discounts on Museum performances and programs
- Exclusive invitations to exhibit openings and receptions
- Online advance notice for special offers, events, exhibitions and programs

**FRIENDS $75**

All essential membership privileges plus:
- Unlimited free admission for two people
- 15% discount off all tours for up to two people

**FAMILY $95**

All of the benefits of Friends membership plus:
- Unlimited free admission for up to four children under 18 with member
- Advance notice and priority registration to family events and education programs

**COMMUNITY $150 (Great Social Impact)**

All of the benefits of Friends membership plus:
- Sponsor a Friends Level Membership for someone who experiences cost as a barrier, speaking directly to our mission to advance racial and social equity

**PATRON $150 (Best Value)**

All of the benefits of Family membership plus:
- Reciprocal benefits with more than 1000 museums nationwide

All gift membership purchases arrive via mail with special holiday packaging

719 S King Street | Seattle, WA 98104      206-623-5124 x 203       wingluke.org/holidays